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It's been a busy and good couple of weeks here at QZAP. In addition to getting more zines scanned and online, we've
got a couple of cool announcements to make.
The first is to say that we (finally) got RSS working both with the site itself, and with the Archive speciffically. If you use
an RSS reader, or Forefox Live Bookmarks or Googlepages you can have QZAP news and the latest zine fed directly to
you.
As soon as we got that fixed, Milo developed a Dashboard Widget for Mac OS X 10.4 and 10.5 that picks up the Newest
Zine and displays the cover and metadata. You can click on the image and be taken to the archive page for that zine. If
you'd like to try it out, you can download it from HERE.
The next announcement comes from our friend Red in the UK. She wrote:hey! just to let you good folks know there's a
new online zine library (to complement the fantastic QZAP!) for feminist queer zines at www.grassrootsfeminism.net.
anyone can log-on to the site (you just register for a password first) then can add links/pdfs to the "digital archive" section
for zines. it's newly launched but so far there's pdfs of love kills (romania), Erinyen (Germany), some Swedish comics,
Fallopian Falafel (Israel), Plotki (central and Eastern Europe zine), & Trouble X comics (Germany). There's also a zinester
interview section, so far featuring Love Kills collective, Erreakzioa-Reacción (Spain), Flapper Gathering (Belgium), Trouble
X, MissTer Scratch (UK), Karolina Bang (Sweden), Isy Morgenmuffel (UK), Mama Sez No War (USA)... And finally, we
wanted to remind folks to check out the Events calendar. The London Zine Symposium is happening this weekend, NYC
Zine Fest is coming up, and there are lots of other great events and zinesters who will be on tour this summer.
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